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Track Team Gains
Second Straight Perfect Score
The Rose-Hulman Institute of
Technology track and field team
has extended its winning streak
to 25 consecutive meet victor-
ies while posting its second
straight undefeated season.
Coach Bob Bergman's squad
has not lost a meet since the
1972 season when Wabash Col-
lege defeated the Engineers in
a three-way contest.
Since then, the Engineers
have won 25 consecutive meets
including the final seven meets
of the 1972 season, 11 in 1973
and seven this season.
The Engineers also this sea-
son captured the Earlham Re-
lays team title for the fourth
consecutive year.
In the past four years, Coach
Bob Bergman's teams have
compiled a brilliant 35-6 re-
cord. The teams have set 15
new school records and broken
the century mark on six dif-
ferent occasions.
"I received more satisfac-
tion from this year's undefeat-
ed team than I did in 1973,
because last year everyone ex-
pected us to be good. That was
not the case this season. We
were an unknown this year. Any
team would have been when you
consider that we lost 12 seniors,
including our most valuable
field events man," noted Berg-
man.
"This year's squad did not
have any one outstanding indi-
vidual, it seemed as though at
every meet the team had a new
star or hero," Bergman added.
Victories this year came at
the expense of DePauw, Wabash,
Millikin, Franklin, Anderson,
Hanover, and Cedarsville.
Unlike last year's team which
set eight new school records,
this season's squad established
only one new school record as
Mike Burkhardt, of Cicero, set
a new mark in the 300-yard
run.
"Our overall team depth and
fine performances by several
freshmen were the main factors
in our second straight undefeat-
ed season," emphasized Berg-
man.
Last year Coach Bergman
was voted "Track Coach of the
Year" in District 21 and Area
Six by coaches associated with
the National Association of In-
tercollegiate Athletics (NAIA 1.
The Engineers will return
16 freshmen from this year's
squad and will lost only four
members via graduation — a
fact that should prove for some
sleepless night for future Rose-
Hulman track opponents.
Members of this year's un-
defeated squad included seniors
Jim Lynn, Bicknell; Doug Win-
ner, Pittsburgh, Pa.; and Tom
Hunt and Ray Summerlot of
Terre Haute.
Juniors include Dave Linder-
man, Lake Village; Dennis
Dierckman, Batesville; Mike
Burkhardt, Cicero; and Leo-
nard Straight, North Olmsted,
Ohio.
Sophomore members of the
team are Vaughn Huey, Sand-
born; Bill Goebel, Madison;
Steve Sucher, Arlington Heights,
Ill.; and Jim Lappin, North
Liberty.
Sixteen freshmen were mem-
bers of the record setting team.
They included Steve Shroka,
Cedar Lake; Harold Baumgart-
ner, Clay City; Mike Norris,
Mike Korkos, Frank Mackell
and Alan Cassiday, all of In-
dianapolis.
Other freshmen members
were John Lasswell, Waupaca,
Wisc.; Mike Cox, Decatur, Ill.;
Bill Songer, Huntingburg; Jeff
Shanks, Columbus; Mike Wein-
ert, Lombard, Ill.; Dan Cooper,
Mooresville; Roe Vades, Sway-
zee; Steve Decker, Cresskill,
N.J.; Mark Hodson, Fairland;
and Joe Joffman, Ft. Wayne.
Let Them
Eat Food Stamps
(ZNS) — A study released by
the Senate House Economic
Committee predicts that if the
present trend in higher food
prices continues, 60 million
Americans will be legally eligi-
ble for food stamps within three
years.
STONEY
cr,
Three drinks and he'll come unhinged.
E lliott Richardson
To Speak At Commencement
Former Attorney General El-
liot L. Richardson will deliver
the principal address at the
ninety-sixth commencement at
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology Friday, May 24.
Rose-Hulman, which is cele-
brating the 100th anniversary
of its founding as the first in-
dependent college of engineer-
ing and science west of the Al-
legheny Mountains, will confer
212 B.S. degrees, eight M.S.
degrees and four honorary doc-
torates during the 5 p.m. com-
mencement in Shook Memorial
Fieldhouse.
Richardson, whose career as
a public servant includes the
cabinet posts of Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
(HEW), Secretary of Defense,
and Attorney General, is a na-
tive of Boston, Mass.
He was graduated cum laude
from Harvard College in 1941.
—/„..-
and received his law degree,
also cum laude, from Harvard
Law School in 1947. Upon grad-
uation from the Harvard Law
School, where he was president
of the Law Review. Richardson
served one year as law clerk
to Judge Learned Hand of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit, and the follow-
ing year was law clerk for Su
preme Court Justice Felix
Frankfurter.
From 1949 to 1953 and 1955
to 1956, Richardson was an as-
sociate in the Boston law firm
of Ropes, Gray, Best, Coolidge
& Rugg. During 1953 and 1954
he served in Washington as as-
sistant to Massachusetts Sena-
tor Leverett Saltonstall, who
was then chairman of the Se-
nate Armed Services Commit-
tee.
In 1957 he was appointed by
President Eisenhower as as-
sistant secretary of HEW for
Legislation, and from April to
July, 1958, served as Acting
Secretary of HEW. From 1959
to 1961, he was United States
Attorney for Massachusetts and
in late 1961 served as Special
Assistant to the Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States.
Elected lieutenant governor
of Massachusetts in 1964, Rich-
ardson coordinated the state's
human resources programs.
Math Team
Does Well In
National Contest
A team of students majoring
in mathematics at Rose has won
individual and team honors in
the 34th annual William Lowell
•Putnam National Mathematical
Competition.
Leo H. Ringwald, a senior
mathematics major from Madi-
son, placed in the top five per-
cent of the more than 2,000
participants.
In team competition, the Rose-
Hulman squad consisting of
Ringwald, David B. Montgom-
ery, Carmel; and Timothy J.
Gallagher, Louisville, Ky., fin-
ished 38th out of the 295 col-
legiate teams competing in the
nationwide test.
The excellence by Ringwald
and the Rose-Hulman team was
the highest ranking an indivi-
dual or team representing Rose-
Hulman has achieved in the an-
nual contest.
Other Rose-Hulman students
participating in the contest
were Steven F. Bakos, Gary;
Robert E. Copus, Indianapolis;
Jeff E. Froyd, Princeton; Larry
R. Myers and William M.
Schott, both of Ft. Wayne; Gary
R. Radar, Elnora; and Leonard
M. Straight. North Olmsted,
Ohio.
Also, for the fifth year in a
row, a Rose-Hulman team finish-
ed in the top three in the In-
diana Sm.all College Math Con-
test.
The Rose-Hulman team of
Ringwald, Copus and Froyd fin-
ished second in the contest
which was held at Butler Uni-
versity in Indianapolis.
Two years later he was elected
Attorney General of Massachu-
setts and established the na-
tion's first state-level organiz-
ed crime unit.
As Under Secretary of State
from January, 1969 to June,
1970, Richardson participated
in meetings of the National Se-
curity Council and was chair-
man of the NSC Under Sec-
retaries Committee. He also
served as chairman of the Board
of Foreign Service.
Richardson served as Secre-
tary of HEW from June, 1970
to January. 1973 when he was
appointed Secretary of De-
fense. He was nominated as the
69th Attorney General by Pres-
ident Nixon on May 1, 1973.
He was confirmed by the U.S.
Senate on May 23, 1973, and
resigned in October of that year
rather than follow President
Nixon's order to dismiss the
special Watergate prosecutor
Archibald Cox.
Lambda Chi Captures
Greek Weekend Win
Under warm and sunny skies,
Lambda Chi captured Greek
weekend festivities. wins in both
the cart race and the canoe race,
plus a second in the bike race
won the weekend for LXA. Fol-
lowing Lambda Chi in the cart
race, in which a lot of flying
debris was deposited on the
drivers, were Sigma Nu, Alpha
Tau Omega, Fiji, Triangle and
Theta Xi.
Canoeing was a big splash,
at least for the two-time swam-
pers of TX: Lamda Chi scored
first, ATO finished second, fol-
lowed by SN, Triangle, Fiji and
TX.
Tug-of-war was won by Sig-
ma Nu, continuing its undefeat-
ed streak in the event. TX,
LXA, ATO, FIJI and Triangle
were pulled across in respec-
tive order.
Due to wet grounds, the bike
race was run at Woodrow Wil-
son Junior High. The race turn-
ed out to be a tight contest.
ATO pedaled in first, with LXA
close behind.
Songfest, the singing event
which has been separated from
point winning events, was won
by FIJI on Sunday evening af-
ter the athletic events.
Triangle team without paddles on the way to a fourth-place
finish in canoe.
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by Ron Selby
That moment we've all been waiting for has finally arrived -
those crazy freaks at Rose have at last produced a mildly
radical newspaper. We offer no apologies to you who will be
offended - we have been treading the straight and narrow all
year long, and we have succumbed to the urge to step on a few
toes. Our last issue is in a way the product of a year of pain,
frustration, and disappointment. For the most part, however,
this year has been pretty rewarding, and should go down as an
"experience". The really beautiful people I've met and worked
with and shared the good times and bad have made it all worth-
while. There are too many to name, but A.M. Goering, Bill
Mobley, and Tod Stansfield have to be singled out for some
extra thanks. Several professors, Major Hansen and professor
Priest in particular, have given us advice and moral support,
as well as Dave Piker and Kent Harris. Thanks to you all.
As predicted by this columnist several weeks ago, the im-
peachment hearings are going to replace the soap operas as the
leading daytime T.V. attraction. Patriotic Americans are no doubt
reeling after the revelations that Nixon is not really a saint, but
rather a very small man. Incompetence is perhaps excusable,
but the lack of morals exhibited by Nixon's gang is not. The irony
of the whole Watergate - ITT - Dairy Fund - ad infinitum mess
is that it was the product of an administration elected on a
law and order platform. Our system seems to me to be incredibly
warped when a kid can be jailed for having a joint in his pocket,
while at the same time our "leaders" can spy, lie, and burglar-
ize. No wonder there is a lack of respect for the law.
I can't sign off without wishing next year's staff good luck.
The team of Mobley, Stansfield and Lambert are probably the
best qualified gentlemen to hold the revered editors' spot in
several years. I'm confident they will produce a high quality
newspaper. Peace, love, dope, hippies. R,JS
Justice for
Farmworkers.
Boycott
Gallo wines.
United Farm Workers
of America (AFL-CIO)
P.O. Box 62
Keene, Ccr. 93 531
Boycott
Gallo wines.
Support the
Farmworkers.
United Farm Workers
of America (AFL-CIO)
P.O. Box 62
Keene, Ca. 93531
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Energy Growth
Rate Down
World energy consumption
grew by 4 percent in 1971, a
sharp decline from the 6.5 per-
cent recorded in 1970, accord-
ing to a recent report of the
United Nations. The report,
World Energy Supplies 1968-
1971, also shows that energy
consumption trends show in-
creasing use of nuclear power
and liquid fuel and a drop in
the use of solid fuels.
Up to 1972, about 65 coun-
tries were producing crude oil.
During the last decade, the re-
port noted, the following coun-
tries commenced commercial
production for the first time:
Australia (1964 ), Denmark
(1972 ), New Zealand (1970 ), Nor-
way (1971 ), Oman (1967 1, Syria
(1968 ), Tunisia (1966 and the
United Arab Emirates (Abu
Dhabi, 1962, Dubai, 1969 ).
The oil-rich countries of the
Middle East and Africa account-
ed for 45 percent of world pe-
troleum output in 1971, compar-
ed to 27 percent in 1961. Pro-
duction in the Middle East alone
leaped from 698 million tons in
1970 to 816 million tons in 1971,
constituting 33.5 percent of
world production for 1971.
The United States remained
the largest oil-producing coun-
try in 1971 with 490 million
tons. The USSR was second with
377 million tons. Iran and Saudi
Arabia moved into the third
and fourth ranks with 227 and
223 million tons, respectively,
both passing Venezuela, which
produced 187 million tons, a de-
crease of 5 percent over the
preceding year. Kuwait produc-
ed 147 million tons, followed
by Libya with 132 million tons.
For the 1961-71 period the
average annual increase in
crude oil exports was 11.6 per-
cent, reaching a record 1,268
million tons in 1971. Among
crude oil exporting countries.
Iran occupied first place in 1971,
with Saudi Arabia passing Libya,
and Kuwait and Venezuela in
fourth and fifth positions.
As for imports, Western
Europe, Japan and the United
States accounted for 71 percent
of the world's total in 1971.
with Japan's imports exceeding
those of any other country, a
record 192 million tons.
Bottom Page 2
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Well friends, this is the last one. It's been a long hard year
and I am completely burnt-out. Some items worth remembering
were/are the rip-off Homecoming ticket purchase made by En and
ATO, the Rec center being promised and promised, the library
being finally built, Rose joining a new athletic conference, the
Thorn Spaghetti dinner and fund drive and, of course, the Thorn
in general. The year has been full of typical bullshit from frats
and small minded whimps. We have tried to fill your little head
with fresh ideas.
To the activists, whoever you are, whatever you do, where-
ever you go, thanks. By presenting the conservative view so
religiously you have convinced me that it is completely screwed.
Of course, who at Rose actually wants to think about life in such
different terms that the result might be change. Who cares,
everything is cool. Right?
Branching off, the Thorn drive, despite poor assistance from
the Rose Student body, was a Success. Cram that one. We were
able to raise $655.42. Action has a general fund for the School
partnership. The money comes from groups that want to help
but not $1000 worth. So, Action will make up the difference from
$1000 and Cana, Lesotho will get the help they need to build their
school.
I just read that the Navy is building 10 Trident subs over the
next 4 years at a cost of 1.3 billion dollars each. The Federal
government doesn't spend that much each year on higher educa-
tion. Just think about that for a minute, don't say, "Oh, that's
too bad" and brush it off. What is worth more, one sub or a
generation of the finest minds in the world's history? Does anyone
object to this spending? Seniors should refuse to attend graduation
because of the military's involvement, carrying our country's
flag and leading the procession. Of course graduation will go
on as scheduled, because nearly every senior is fucked. And
those who aren't don't have any balls. Wear those caps and gowns.
Keep in the fine tradition of "molding minds" Rose has estab-
lished.
In case anyone is wondering, we have used many, many items
from other magazines and newspapers. Not that we don't have
the talent to produce new words, we are just lazy. Most of the
girl pics were from mags. The women seen in the Thorn, in
general, do NOT live in Terre Haute. Sorry guys.
To clear up a few items, the Tennis Team was 5-4, the promis-
ed list of names each week of people donating $1 or more did
not appear due only to my laziness. We did run into money prob-
lems with the paper but another reason why the paper did not
come out as normal this spring is that Ron and myself kissed off.
Now that the masses are up in arms for such small effort,
let me just say the more I learned this year the madder I got.
The madder I got the more I read. The more I read the more
I learned. So rather than branch off completely I toned down to
keep in the fine Rose tradition of apathy and noninvolvement.
Beating the head against the wall gets nowhere.
To Bill Bobley, Ted Standfield and Vince Lambert (who all
had nothing whatsoever to do with this paper), the best of luck
next year. To the many people helping on the paper and the
most convenient times possible, thanks. To Ken Harris and Dave
Piker, who provided much needed spiritual help with the Fund
drive and in general, thanks. It is with regret that I write this
last article but all glory is fleeing. So long. AMGoering.
What Kind Of Man Reads The Thorn?
14
Here's your average Nurd (large college cheese). Owns an HP.
Never dates but drinks his own weight in alcohol each weeker.d.
!" I . ." _
Rose shaft work its way into his body al the end ef eech class. Is
7epub!an. Likes the Hates potheads. ',",*.c.hes Star
Trek every night even though he has seen it 18 times already.
Discusses significance of each episode. Hates radicals. Hates
the Thorn.
The
Farmworkers
are asking you
to boycott
Gallo wines.
Please help.
United Farm Workers
of America (AFL-CIO)
P.O. Box 62
Keene, Ca. 93531
Western Europe took 49 per-
cent of crude oil imports in
1971, or 624 million tons—three
times the amount ten years ear-
lier.
With regard to per caput
consumption the United States
was first: with 6 percent of
the world's population. it con-
sumed 33 percent of the world's
total production of energy in
1971.
•-) •
T . ,
untied her Blue Ribbons
And now she is sadder Bud-
weiser.
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by Gorge Bernard Poop
Emil Watchschlossen prepares to check on his rats.
Throng Interview
With Emil Watchschlossen
Mr. Watchschlossen, who
came to Rose from Ball State
U. this year, is the Director
of Rat Procurement for the psy-
chology lab. Jorge Bernard Poop
of the Throng staff recently in-
terviewed him; below is that
conversation.
Throng: Let's start with an
easy question. What significance
does rat study have with regard
to the future of mankind?
Emil: I'm 24 years old. I got
my Masters degree in Rats from
Ball State.
Throng: That's not what I
asked you.
Emil: Oh.
Throng: Ok, tell me about the
rats.
Emil: They're little and white
and have pink eyes and whisk-
ers and long tails.
Throng: I can see you know a
lot about rats.
Emil: I got my Master's
degree in rats for Ball State. I
love rats.
Throng: What kind of experi-
ments do you do with rats?
Emil: How should I know?
I just procure them. Ask some-
one taking psychology what he
does with the rats.
Throng: Ok. (To person- tak-
ing psychology. ) What do you do
with the rats?
Person: We inject the males
with aphrodysiacs and put them in
a cage with the females watch
them.
Throng: Then what happens?
Person: Guess.
Throng: What sort of statis-
tics have you obtained from such
experiments?
Person: Well we put one rat in
a cage with a female and he . . .
uh, is this going to be in the
Throng?
Throng: I hope so.
Person: Well, he . . . uh . .
Throng: Never mind. How
many times did he do it?
Person: 61 times in 53 min-
utes.
Emil: What? That's disgust-
ing!
Throng: Then what happened?
Person: After he got tired of
the first female, we threw an-
other female rat in the cage
and he started all over again.
I stopped counting.
Emil: I thought you were sup-
posed to be interviewing me. I
used to have a pet rat . . .
Throng: By the way, how many
male and female rats do you
have?
Person: 50 males and 7 fe-
males.
Throng: Far out.
Emil: That does it; I quit.
I didn't come here to procure
rats for such perverted . . .
Bleaggghh! ( At this point, Mr.
Watchschlossen got up and left
the room, shaking violently. He
accidentally knocked over a
wastebasket in the hallway. )
Throng: THANKS, EMIL!
ANYTHING ELSE YOU'D LIKE
TO SAY?
Emil: (From down the hall-
way ) THAT'S DISGUSTING!
Throng: See you later.
Person taking psychology:
Yeah.
(Editor's note: Mr. Watch-
schlossen did indeed quit his
post as Director of Rat Pro-
curement that same day. He is
now back at Ball State working
for his Ph. D. in rats. )
What Are
We Waiting
For?
We are students.
We have invested three quar-
ters of our lives purely in the
acquisition of skills and know-
ledge.
We know that society is chal-
lenging us to do in the next 40
years what our predecessors
have done in the past 200 years.
We know we must provide
the future populations of Ameri-
ca and the world with shelter,
nutrition, education, energy,
and a clean environment.
We know that all of this will
depend largely on our wise
use of science and technology.
Yet many of us are not in-
volved with today's decisions
regarding its use; decisions
which are now shaping the world
in which we will live.
What are we waiting for?
We'd have less trouble in this
country if the Indians had had
stricter immigration laws.
ROSE BLACKS DEMAND
CIVIL RIGHTS
Campus In Up Roar!
Throng
Employe's
Son Shoots
Deer
Eat your hearts out, all you
unsuccessful deer hunters.
JoAnn Tolliver, clerk jr. • in
Lancaster's Accounting De-
partment, knows how to
make sure there is venison on
her table. he simply sends a
boy out to do a man's work.
In this case, the boy was
her 11-year-old son, Troy.
Troy had been taught gun
safety and how to shoot by his
father, Fred, who already had
known success as a hunter.
The boy worked for the past
year in a novel way to buy
himself a shotgun. He trapped
raccoons and muskrats, sold
the pelts and purchased a 12-
gauge pump shotgun.
En route to his first hunting
trip with his father, the car in
which they were riding nearly
struck a deer . . . increasing
the boy's excitement.
In the field, the father-son
combination spotted a number
of deer — 14 to be exact —
but all were too far away. Then,
a 14-point buck fell within the
boy's sights and Troy dropped
the animal with one shot. The
200-pounder greatly outweighed
the youthful hunter.
The boy had hunted previous-
ly with bow and arrow, but this
gun hunt was something new to
him.
Troy, who studies taxidermy,
plans to mount the deer ant-
lers himself for a gun rack.
Troy and his dad reload their
own shells.
She was a honeychile in New
Orleans
The hottest of the bunch
But on the old expense account
She was gas, cigars, and lunch.
The difference between am-
nesia and magnesia is that the
amnesia doesn't know where
he's going.
Stork: The bird that gets all
the blame and none of the fun.
Rose Hulman was again rack-
ed by students demanding more
civil rights on campus. The
blacks on campus, being ex-
tremely well organized and hav-
ing clear direction of purpose,
have demanded the following 1.
Hiring of at least 15 black profs
to be spread out in the different
departments. 2. Opening up of
an area in Humanities depart-
ment devoted to black history.
3. The school issue a white pa-
per denouncing American rac-
ism across the world. 4. A
complete boycott of products
made in Union of South Africa.
5. The banning of the word
"nigger" in Realism class.
Unless these demands are
met, the school can expect real
trouble. The radical left on cam-
pus, along with the Rose
"Throng" have issued their full
support of black demands and
will back with their fullest any
attempt by blacks to get their
demands. Power to the Revolu-
tion! ! !
Typical Scene of Blacks Waiting To Use John
_(05e7-151-Cg-c6'-rellY-
-Tow-6+4T
nws  .
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Eleven Miners Shot Dead In South Playboy Streak
Africa Gold Mine; Police "Restraint" Praised Survey
Eleven Africans were killed
and 27 others injured Septem-
ber 11 when police fired into an
angry crowd of miners at the
Western Deep Levels Gold Mine
near Johannesburg, South Africa.
One of the world's richest
gold mines. Western Deep Lev-
els is owned by the Anglo-
American Corporation of South
Africa. a group of investment,
mining and industrial concerns,
and the world's leading pro-
ducer of gold.
The miners began their fight
for higher wages on September
4 when, according to the Lon-
don Times, between 200 and 300
of the 700 machine operators
refused to go under ground.
Machine operators are the men
who hold the pneumatic drills
up against the rock face deep
in the mines, and their jobs
are the most physically diffi-
cult in the mines. On Septem-
ber 11, Anglo-American called
the machine operators into a
meeting and told them that the
company was unwilling to yield
to their wage requests.
According to a subsequent
statement issued by Anglo-
American—and the only account
of the events available — the
meeting "then became disorder-
ly." and afterwards the miners
held their own meeting on a
hillside overlooking the mining
compound.
"There was a great deal of
stone-throwing and brandishing
of sticks,- the statement con-
tinued. "and the police had to
be called.'•
Apparently the police used tear
gas in an attempt to disperse
the crowd and then opened fire.
"The mob rampaged through
the whole compound and broke
into and ransacked the liquor
outlet ( beer hall 1,** Anglo's
statement said.
The Prime Minister of South
Africa. John Vorster. praised
Legal Psychedelics
As part of a continuing ser-
ies of articles about legal psy-
chedelics, this week we will
discuss an extremely potent
halluciogen that can be found
in any plant store in town.
The name of this shrub is
coleus. and it is easily recog-
nized because of its colors.
It has red and green variegated
leaves. sometimes with yellow
and ptirple. It is a brilliantly
colored plant and for that very
reason has become a favorite
ornamental garden or house
plant. It truly looks trippy, and
is easy to believe that it gets
you high.
In southern Mexico, in an
area called Oaxaca, there are
probably more naturally grow-
ing psychedelic plants per square
mile than any other region
in the world. This is one place
where psilocybin mushrooms
grow in great abundance. In
the off-season, however, when
mushrooms aren't growing,
the Indians use the coleus
leaves instead.
The coleus trip does not
seem to last as long as a
the conduct of the police for
their "restraint". "The police
have always acted with the great-
est caution in such circum-
stances," he said. "They acted
in the same way last night."
But for many, the killings
evoked the memory of the mas-
sacre at Sharpeville in 1960.
During a non-violent, anti-pass
campaign ( Africans in South Af-
rica are required to carry pass
books, something like passports,
which contain personal biogra-
phies, details of employment
and permits to travel ), police
deliberately fired into demon-
strations at Sharpeville and
Langa.
Between March 21 and April
9. 1960, a total of 83 non-
whites were killed and 365 in-
jured by police bullets.
Women Okayed For
Marbles Tournament
The World Marbles Board of
Control is to relax its ban on
women players competing in the
annual championships at Sussex.
Chris Morris, the board's
secretary general. a 30-year-
old accountant, said, "The
board has been divided on this
issue all along, but we have now
agreed that women can play pro-
vided they are sensibly dress-
ed.
"We will not object to mini-
skirts or low-cut dresses being
worn, so long as the women
wear a coat or some other con-
cealing garment when they bend
down to flick the marbles. Other-
wise, it can be both undignified
and a bit off-putting for the men.-
A record 16 teams—all men—
are expected to compete in the
tournament held in the fore-
court of the village's Grey-
hound pub. The winners receive
a 72-pint barrel of beer and a
silver cup.
mushroom trip. Uusually it
is only four or five hours in
duration and is somewhat mild-
er than psilocybin. The effects
are psychedelic and halluceno-
genic, and the Indians use the
plants to induce visions.
The easiest way to consume
coleus is to buy enough plants
to yield about 50 or 60 leaves
per person. The leaves are
then eaten like a salad. You
can add tomatoes, lettuce and
magic mushrooms if you want.
There is one potential hazard
that you may want to be careful
of. Sometimes the coleus plants
grown for commercial sale are
grown with pesticides. You may
want to check with the store to
find out what sort of pesticides
have been used or if the plants
have been grown organically.
Aside from that, there are
few complications. The taste
is not anywhere nearly as bad
as it is with many of the natur-
al psychedelics, like peyote or
yohimbe, so ingestion is rel-
atively easy. The price for
coleus varies greatly, so shop
around until you find a place
that sells healthy plants for a
reasonable price.
Various forms of streaking
took place on 97 percent of the
nation's campuses during the
seven-day period ended March
24, according to a copyrighted
survey conducted by the Col-
lege Marketing & Research sub-
sidiary of Playboy Enterprises,
Inc.
This first formal survey of
campus streaking activity re-
ports a close correlation be-
tween prevailing tempera-
tures and the urge to emerge.
Respondents from schools in
the Northeast and Midwest re-
ported a decline in streaking
incidents in the two weeks pre-
ceding the study, but predicted
activity will increase with the
arrival of warmer weather.
While 21 school representatives
feel streaking will continue "in-
definitely," the vast majority
reported that the phenomenon
will end with the close of the
Spring 1974 semester.
Queried as to "What usually
precipitates a streak?" the rea-
sons given ( in order of impor-
tance I were: "a dare; "a mon-
etary bet:" and "a desire to be
a trendsetter." A streak is
more likely to occur by stu-
dents affiliated with a group,
primarily fraternities and dor-
mitory groups.
The survey results provide
an insight into an often-asked
question by streak-analysts: "Do
participants generally make
prior plans to have clothes wait-
ing for them at their streak
destination?" The vast major-
ity—some 80 percent—do plan
ahead.
Administrations at 15 percent
of the more than 100 schools
surveyed have expressed official
opposition to streaking. Ar-
rests have taken place on 30
percent of the campuses.
When Playboy's campus rep-
resentatives were asked, -Have
you personally streaked?" 13
percent responded "Yes." Of
those who said "No," 32 per-
cent said they would—if the
mood should strike them.
UNUSUAL INCIDENTS
REPORTED:
Drake U—One streaker was
charged with possession of
marijuana as well as violating
a municipal ordinance concern-
ing public nudity. Unresolved
was where was he keeping it?
U of Wisconsin—A few local
merchants have begun "streak-
er specials." One sporting goods
store offered free ski masks
with a purchase of tennis shoes.
Southern Methodist U—A
student was dared to streak
across an expressway. He was
struck by an automobile and
killed.
Virginia Commonwealth U—
Several blind students with their
canes in hand were seen streak-
ing in the cafeteria.
Baylor U—One streaker was
ordered to write an apology to
the school, lost his financial
aid, and was threatened with
expulsion from school.
Washington State U—A girl
at the student union information
desk was kissed by a male
streaker. The streaker jump-
ed on the counter, gave her a
rose and a love poem signed
"The Casanova Streaker:*
LARGEST NUMBER OF
STREAKERS
( involved in a given incident:
University of Georgia-1,540
participants; University of North
Carolina-910 participants; Uni-
versity of Illinois-805 partici-
pants; University of Missouri
—600 participants.
Young wife ( at post office
window): I wish to complain
about the service.
Clerk: What seems to be the
trouble.
Wife: My husband is on a
business trip in Albany but his
postcard came from Miami
Beach.
U-M Students Build Fuel-Less Building
A one-room structure recently completed at the University of
Michigan has no electricity, running water or toilet facilities—
but it is equipped with air conditioning.
The unique facility was conceived not as living quarters, but
as an experiment in energy conservation: Through the use of
moveable wall panels and a ventilated water-saturated roof
system, the building needs only sun and wind for summer heating
and cooling.
The structure, situated on the U-M's North Campus, was
designed and built this summer by U-M architecture students under
a grant from the National Science Foundation. After further
design modifications and testing, the students will complete an
evaluation of the project and draft final building plans later this
year.
Edward J. Kelly Jr., a U-M student who is directing the project,
views the building's "energy-efficient" air conditioning system
as a possible alternative to man's over-consumption of gas, oil
and other non-renewable energy resources.
"Basically, we have tried to create an architectural space
that breathes with nature," says Kelly, who notes that the
building's moveable panels automatically open and close in re-
sponse to changes in temperature.
"We're also trying to start the architecture profession think-
ing about more energy-efficient designs," he adds. "Heating and
cooling expenses comprise a major share of most building oper-
ating costs, and in these areas the use of solar energy and avail-
able wind current warrants investigation."
The 10-by-18-foot building is equipped with a revolving wind
ventilator on top, adjustable panels on the sides, and a double
roof system whose lower level contains a foam pad that can hold
and release water.
Kelly explains the building's increased cooling capacity by
noting that the various ventilation devises increase air flow in
the space between the two roofs, which in turn speeds evapor-
ation of water on the foam pad.
"This process of evaporation," Kelly says, "provides a 'cold
spot' within the roof system, which serves to remove undesired
heat from the structure as heat flows from the warmer to the
cooler elements."
Another feature of the building, according to the U-M re-
searcher, is the use of bi-metallic coils which automatically
expand and contract in response to exterior temperature changes.
The coils, housed in glass boxes on the roof surface, are re-
sponsible for raising and lowering the adjustable panels which
permit air circulation within the roof system.
When temperatures drop at night, the panels automatically
close, thereby conserving heat within the structure, Kelly explains.
The only conventional energy-consuming device in the structure
is a battery-operated pump which releases water onto the roof
pad. But eventually , Kelly says, the students will construct a wind
generator to power the pump.
Faculty adviser for the project is A. Peters Opperman, a
U-M architecture professor who has done research on energy
conservation, including collection and storage of solar energy.
Participating architecture students are: Edward J. Kelly, Jr.,
Candace McDonald, Wayne Appleyard, Martin Smith, John Oliver,
Richard MacMath, Mark Kivela, and Robert Campbell.
Michael Harrington For President
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This is your key to unprecedented calculating
power. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it.
Once you discover how much our exclusive IENTERfj key can help
you—as a student today, as a professional tomorrow—you won't want a
pocket-sized scientific calculator without one. It's the key to a powerful and
sophisticated language, offered only by Hewlett-Packard, that lets you
"speak" to your calculator with total consistency because it lets you loaddata into a 4-register operational memory stack—with the following
consequences:
I. You always enter data the same way, i.e., from left to right, the natural
way to read any mathematical expression.
2.You can always proceed through your problem the same way. Onceyou've entered a number, you ask: "Can I operate?" If yes, you perform
the operation. If no, you press IENTERtland key in the next number.
aYou always see all intermediate answers—as they are calculated—so
that you can check the progress of your calculation as you go. Asimportant, you can review all numbers in the memory stack at anytimeby pressing a few keys.
4. You almost never have to re-enter data—a real time-saver, especially
when working with numbers of eight or nine digits each.
5 You don't have to think your problem all the way through beforehand to
•determine the best method of approach.
6.You can easily recover from errors since all operations are performed
sequentially, immediately after pressing the appropriate key.
7, You can communicate with your calculator efficiently, consistently and
without ambiguity. You always proceed one way, no matter what theproblem.
Our HP-45 has an ENTER + key.
That's one reason it's the rnost powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized
scientific computer calculator you can buy. Here are seven others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic,trigonometric andlogarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond thebasic four (+, —, X, -+),
2.1t lets you store up to nine separate constants in its nine addressable
memory registers.
3.,t gives you a "Last X" register for error correction or multiple operations
on the same number, If you get stuck midway through a problem, you
can use the "Last X" register to unravel what you've done.
SCI It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal
point throughout its 200-decade range.
MS D. MS-s-
`10]; It converts angles from radians or grads to degrees/
minutes/seconds and back again.
4.
6. It converts polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates, or
v ce versa.
7. •Its gold "shift" key doubles the functions of 24 keys whichincreases the HP-45's capability without increasing its size.
Our HP-35 has an ENTER + key, too.
That's one reason why it's the second most powerful pre-programmedpocket-sized scientific computer calculator. It handles 22 functions, has thesame 4
-register stack, one addressable memory register and also displays
up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or scientific notation.
:5G
Both are available at new low prices-
HP-45: $325 HP-35: $225*
Now the exceptional value of these exceptional instruments is even
more apparent, because we've reduced their prices by $70:' You can now
own the world's most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific
calculator, the HP-45, for only $325!' The HP-35 now costs just $225?
PAGE 5
Both are now on display near ybu.
If you're seriously considering the purchase of a powerful scientific
calculator, you owe it to yourself to see and test the unprecedented calcu-lating power of the HP-35 and HP-45. You can do so at a store near you. CallCustomer Service at (408)996-0100 for the name of the nearest outlet.
Domestic U.SA. prices, not including applicable state and local taxes.
Hewlett-Packard makes the most advanced pocket-sized computer calculators in the vvorid.
HEWLETT ri PACKARD
Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 0000, 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino, CA 95014. 6t4/12
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Gentlemen .
At the outset, let me state
that this letter is in response
to Mr. Goering's editorial of
February 8, 1974, but it is not
a rebuttal or reply to his con-
tentions, statements, beliefs,
etc. A rebuttal to many of the
things Mr. Goering said would
be futile for various reasons:
all of the standard rebuttals
are trite, many of the rebuttals
are wishful thinking, and, most
damning of all, many of the
things Mr. Goering said are
true. Therefore, instead of re-
buttal. I would like to present
some additional comments upon
the station of organized reli-
gion in modern society.
The first point I would like
to comment upon is Mr. Goer-
ing's statement that there is a
sudden questioning of religion.
All of the organized churches
have histories of indefensible
social actions committed in the
name of God, not the least of
these being the action of doing
nothing when the need for act-
ion is rwas great. The Christian
religions seem to have the long-
est litany of offenses and, among
the Christian religions, the Cath-
olic church is perhaps the most
frequent offender. The Christ-
tian religions as a group seem
to stand out in this respect be-
cause they are committed to the
spread of their beliefs; the Cath-
olic church seems the worst
probably because it has a long-
er history than the other Chris-
tian religions. At any rate,the
''sins''of organized religion
have been with us a long time.
Why the sudden distaste for
churches in the last few years?
The blame for the demise of
just about everything tradition-
al has been placed at various
times in the last 20 years at
the feet of science, the threat
of nuclear holocaust, and even
the permissiveness engendered
by the writings of Benjamin
Spock. M.D. Whatever the root
cause for this phenomenon, it
seems to me that our current
"gut feelings" on the subject
are summed up by a quotation
from Marshall McLuhan: "The
medium is the Message." That
is, as referred to religion, we
Maurizio's
Authentic Italian Pizza
2900 Wabash Ave.
Phone 232-0633
Sponsoring Gort!
feel that a church should "prac-
tice what it preaches." In ref-
erence to government, we have
come to expect that politicians,
diplomats, bureaucrats, etc.,
should embody the ideals of the
country in their individual ac-
tions: official and private.
The expectation that the "me-
dium" should be true to the
"message" is certainly a valid
one. However, the churches have
certainly not been entirely true
to their message; our govern-
ment officials have certainly
not been entirely true to the
ideals of our country. What
should be our response to this
medium/message gap? The first
inclination is bitch-moan-com-
plain-apathy-drop out. As a na-
tion we finally have realized,
I believe, that that is not the
needed response to our govern-
mental problems. Rather, the se-
quence should be bitch-moan-
complain-get involved-help out.
Analogously, I believe our re-
sponse to the religious medi-
um /message gap should be the
same.
The obvious objection to the
analogy in the preceding para-
graph is that many people who
believe in the "message" of
religion also believe that the
message would continue even if
the "medium" of religion was
allowed to die a slow death by
starvation. In contrast, most
people agree that some form of
organized government "med-
ium" must endure or chaos
would result. This brings me
to the second point upon which
I would like to comment: why
bother to preserve organized
religion?
If I really thought that the
State Appeals
School Drug Rule
The state has asked the U.S.
Supreme Court to review a low-
er court decision against un-
restricted use of tranquilizing
drugs on inmates of the Boys
School.
A suit brought against Indi-
ana Correction Department of-
ficials contended injection of
drugs by a nurse under a stand-
ing prescription to control agi-
tated emotional behavior was
cruel and inhuman punishment.
The Northern Indiana District
Court ordered the school to stop
administering drugs without spe-
cific authorization by a physi-
cian. The ruling was upheld by
the U.S. Court of Appeals Jan.
31.
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"message" of religion would
endure without some continuing
structure, I would agree that
perhaps the institutions sur-
rounding religion should be al-
lowed to expire. However, I
believe that, without some vital
community actively and consci-
ously involved in spreading the
"message," the "message"
might be lost in the shuffle. At
some point in every person's
life, he must come to grips
with morality, i.e. what he con-
siders right or wrong. When
this crisis occurs, I believe that
organized religion can serve a
useful purpose as the medium
to transmit the message of
"Love God, love your fellow
man, and demonstrate both by
your actions," and to indi-
cate that the very personal
crisis of each individual is
really a shared crisis of man-
kind.
Sincerely,
James R. Eifert
Guni
Demotes
Family
You've probably heard of the
People's Republic of China and
their efforts to "de-escalate"
Confucious, or the Pope's de-
cision to "de-emphasize" St.
Christopher.
Well, now the Guru Maharaj
Ji, the 16-year-old "Perfect
Master," is, according to his
followers, -deholifying" the holy
family.
Followers of the young Guru
have been going through the
Divine Light Mission world
headquarters building in Den-
ver and removing pictures of
some of the holy family from
the walls. Those being "deholi-
fied" include Bal Bagwan Ji,
the Guru's oldest brother, and
Mata Ji, the Guru's own mo-
ther.
Several sources at the divine
headquarters report that the "de-
holifying- has been ordered
because of policy disagreements
between the teenaged Guru and
members of his family. It is
reported that the demoted mem-
bers of the holy family may
soon be sent back to India.
HCG For
High Is
A team of doctors in South
Africa reports it is experi-
menting with a bizarre new
drug that appears to greatly
increase the I.Q. of some new-
born babies.
Dr. Peter Baillie of Cape
Town's Croote Schuur Hospital
says that the name of the new
drug is the hormone "human
chronionic gonadtrophin," or
"HCG" for short.
The doctors say that the drug
has been given to mothers ex-
pecting multiple births, and that
it has apparently doubled the
I.Q.'s of those babies.
John5 South 7th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana 47801
Telephone 232-2928
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The following is a real life
drama intended to sum up the
situations encountered in the
last year.
About a month ago we had a
catastrophic thunderstorm ear-
ly one morning while I was
sleeping. I missed it. At ap-
proximately 5:00 that evening
we had an earthquake while I
was in the computing center.
I missed it. At approximately
6:30 we had another large rain-
storm but once again I was in
the computing center, and once
again I missed it. Upon arrival
at the dorm that night, I dis-
covered a bat laying on the
sidewalk. After several min-
utes of confrontation it proceed-
ed to hop around madly, squeak-
ing all the time. It then cov-
ered its head with its large
wings and died. If next year is
at all like this year, I might
follow the example of the bat.
Janitor
Tax Assessor
The Watergate scandal may
be scaring people away from
politics, but what's happening
in Ortonville, Mich., is ridicu-
lous.
In the recent election in Or-
tonville for tax assessor, no
candidates signed up. On elec-
tion day, however, there were
four write-in votes, each for a
different person.
Since no winner could be
named, Oakland County Clerk
Lynn Allen called a meeting
of the four winners to resolve
the tie. Not one of the winning
candidates showed up.
Clerk Allen refused to give
up. He went into the street,
slected three passers-by, and
had them draw straws on be-
half of the absent candidates.
The final winner was Ronald
D. Richard, an Ortonville auto-
factory maintenance man. Rich-
ards, when finally contacted,
reluctantly agreed to take the
job. He reported that he had no
idea who had voted for him, add-
ing "I've got my suspicions,
though."
Speaking of large curd col-
lege cheeses, howdy zipper.
Keep thinking about all those
poor people while you eat your
lettuce, Yaeger.
Keep thinking about how you
almost got out of buying head
lettuce, Jerry.
What's the pwesha, Gawwet?
Thoughts to think about:
How many democrats would
still be in office if they were
subjected to the same amount
of investigation as our presi-
dent has had to endure?
Remember that the symbol of
the democratic party is still an
ass.
Q. What is worse than find-
ing a one-million-pound brick
on campus?
A. Finding two one-million-
pound bricks.
A. Finding three one-million-
pound bricks.
If you liked the windows in
Crapo, you'll love the ones in
the Learning Resources Center.
Wasn't Greek Weekend great?
Wasn't it just marvelous to hold
it here on campus? Now how
about something for those of us
who live on campus?
I seem to recall an agree-
ment whereby there would be
no tenth week exams. Why then
do I have three? Is it because
our "learned" professors have
not "learned" to count to ten
yet? Has the price of learning
got you down? Just wait till next
year.
Isn't our maintenance crew
great? They have turned from
killing our wildlife to killing our
plant life. I also love the way
they dig up the campus to make
repairs and then restore it to
it's natural beauty.
I think that I shall never see,
A stump as lovely as a tree.
And if our trees away are
trucked,
Our campus surely will look bad.
BOWL
AT SYCAMORE BOWL
8th & Poplar 2344809
Masont; Liquors
3726 WABASH AVENUE
PHONE: 232-6205
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ALL TOGETHEil
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My Years at Rose
Before I came to Rose-Hul-
man, I had never masterbated.
Now I do four or five times
each day. It takes practice to
come five times a day,
but Rose-Hulman is a good
school. Many have compared
it to Beaver Dump, for many
reasons. A few of which are:
1) A dump consists of waste
material. 2) A beaver is like an
engineer, they both build dams.
3) A beaver dump is a place
where ugly girls come.
All kidding aside, Rose is a
fabulous place to go, and many
whimps do. Just look at the
education one may obtain. For a
mere $2,500 tuition/year, one
may take as many overloads as
he wishes (up to 28 credits if
you have a 3.1). What a deal!
The humanities department
seems to bitch about the num-
ber of students per class, but
if the administration would just
charge for overload credits, I
guarantee (and so does Spartan
Rubber Co.) that the average
size will be reduced.
Why did you come to Rose
anyway? Did Duncan Snowdock
have anything to do with it? He
sure snowed me. I remember
the following quote when a ques-
tion was asked about girls on
campus. "Oh. Rose and St.
Marys of the Woods do a lot
of correspondence. St. Marys,
you know, is right down the road.
Those St. Mary's girls can
really make a weekend wild."
(He probably meant mild in-
stead of wild, but a slip of the
tongue happens to everyone once
in a while. Just look at Presi-
dent Nixon. )
Will the seniors ever see
their breakage deposit this year?
Last year I heard that the ad-
ministration asked every senior
to sign a waiver handing it over
to the alumni association. I just
wish the seniors this year had
enough balls to shove that
waiver up .. .
I really hated my years here
at Rose. I probably should have
transferred out my freshman
year, but I didn't. That is a
mistake I can never correct.
Freshmen, think about it. If
you don't like it, leave. If you
like to spend Saturday night
feeding the ducks, by all means
stay. I'm sure many of the other
whimps will come back too.
Don't waste three more years
of your life. Time is something
that can never be redeemed.
And at Village Inn,
we don't stop with
the pizza. You can enjoy
a relaxing atmosphere with
some of the friendliest
people in town. Bring
your family in today.
•001,101"11
•
••
This coupon worth
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off any pizza •
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Juniors, just think you have
only one more year of hell
left. Remember Fred Synder
and his case against David Mo-
ser. Fred accused David of
cruel and harsh harassment.
When Fred thought that David
had pissed in his Listerine
bottle, Fred took the case to
the Student Government Judi-
cial Council. Fred lost the case.
When David gargled the said
bottle of Listerine in front of
the jury, the council was forc-
ed to dismiss the case. Fred,
I pissed in the bottle. (I paid
David $5 for taking the sip,
and we both were off the hook.)
Seniors, be careful on grad-
uation day. You'll be racing out
of Rose-Hulman so fast that
your brakes won't stop you in
time. You'll be skidding out onto
US 40 and a semi will be there
to greet you. Your life will
physically be taken away from
you. Your mind, of course, was
already gone. Four years of
Rose dissolved it.
Ethiopia Drought
Relief Sought
Efforts by the Government of
Ethiopia to launch urgent mea-
sures to bring relief to an esti-
mated 1.6 million persons suf-
fering from drought conditions
are being backed by FAO.
Representatives of 36 coun-
tries have been asked for quick
support for seven short-term
projects with an estimated cost
of US $11.3 million.
At the request of the Ethio-
pian Government, FAO's Office
for the Sahelian Relief Opera-
tion (OSRO) has agreed to mon-
itor movements of supplies for
Ethiopia with the object of main-
taining an uninterrupted flow of
outside supplies. The World
Food Programme (WFP) will
work with OSRO in the monitor-
ing operation.
At present, the Ethiopian Gov-
ernment reports, 53,000 tons of
grain have been committed by
donor governments and agen-
cies — 15,000 tons of it from
WFP — but, with delays in
expected arrivals, only 4,000
tons have been received.
Emergency short-term needs
include seed supplies, provision
of oxen to cultivate the land,
plant protection measures and
provision of sheep, goats and
camels to nomads.
Another set of projects would
involve building access roads
with the help of food-for-work
programmes assisted by WFP.
Two drunks were furiously
driving late at night along a
road that ran side by side with
a mainline railroad track.
Suddenly a streamliner train,
dark except for the engine,
flashed past them going in the
opposite direction.
"Shay," said one of the men
in the car, "did you see the
little town we just went
through?"
"Yeah," replied his compan-
ion.
"You know something? I think
that first house was on fire."
Boycott
Boone's Farm.
Because
Boone's Farm
is made by
Gallo and
Gallo exploits
farmworkers.
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P.O. Box 62
Keene, Ca. 93531
Dear Friends
Dear Friend:
The United Farm Workers of
American, AFL-CIO is a Union
that was built from the very
beginning with the interests of
the farm workers as its main
concern. When we first went on
strike in 1965, it was for better
working conditions and a Union
contract. After five years of
struggle, these contracts were
finally realized. We then set
about the hard work of consoli-
dating our gains. In 1973 grow-
ers refused to renew their con-
tracts with the United Farm
Workers and instead signed
"sweetheart" agreements with
the International Brotherhood
of Teamsters to destroy a free
and independent democratic
union of workers. It is a prin-
ciple of the institutions upon
which a free society is built,
that individuals have the right
to choose and become involved
in the institutions that affect
their lives. Nowhere in the coun-
try is this so clearly the issue
than in this current struggle
of the United Farm Workers
to survive.
We hope that you as students
will concern yourselves with
this issue which is of vital
importance to the farm work-
er. If you do consider the is-
sue of justice to be something
that you must act upon, then
you will at the very least not
drink Gallo Wines. Your
brothers and sisters who went
on strike in 1973 will be grate-
ful for this support.
Your brother,
Cesar E. Chavez
President
Dear Sir:
As concerned students and
members of the WRTR Broad-
casting Club, we would like to
bring attention to a deplorable
situation. This is the difference
of opinion on who the Union
exists for. There seems to be
some who feel that students are
second rate citizens inside its
walls. A good example is the
decision on what radio station
will be played over the public
address system. WRTR broad-
casts Sunday thru Wednesday
from noon to midnight and on
Thursday from four until mid-
night. This station is controlled
by students and plays music
they enjoy listening to. How-
ever, when we have asked to
have WRTR played over the PA
we have been brushed off. Why
can't the students listen to what
they want to? We ask that a
policy be decided on about the
main purpose of the Union, that
it be stated publicly, and that
it be adhered to in the future.
Who is the student union for?
Steven Yockey, WRTR
Box 936
"Starless and Bible Black"
showed up at the Auditorium
with guest Robin Trower for
an evening of some decent pro-
gressive music. Crimson is
still one of the leading pro-
gressive bands in the field. For
once Fripp didn't change the
group (guitars ), Cross (violin,
mellotron), Wetton (bass), and
Bruford (percussion). The new
disc isn't as good as the last
in our estimation, but still ade-
quate listening. Also one of the
better audiences we've been
with.
Warner Brothers are putting
out a lot of good Quadradiscs
(CD-4 ) for example the Doobie
Brothers, The Captain and Me
which I believe is one of the
best CD-4 discs out. They just
released the latest Doobie Broth-
ccording, What Were
The Mother's Overnight Sensa-
tion and Apostrophe are also
out on Quadradiscs by Warner
Brothers.
FEEDBACK...
Hello again everyone. For
what it is worth this column
focuses on the continuous dra—
ma of record pressing quality
and other related items . . .
Feedback has taken the stand
that most albums manufactured
in the U.S. are worthless pieces
of (expletive deleted). Anyone
who has ever had the notion to
compare imported vs. domestic
pressing quality knows what we
are saying. A careful listening
on any adequate system shows
that domestic records have a
very high content of background
noise mixed in with the program.
material. Quite disturbing.
Some manufacturers do this on
purpose to make the sound ful-
ler, others have this noise ap-
pear due to lack or pressing
technology or negligence. What-
ever the means, the result is
the same — NOISE! — the most
detrimental thing to any piece
of music.
Another thing that pisses us
off is the sight of crud on
the record surface. When it
looks bad it is bad as far as
we are concerned. Nothing looks
worse than an album covered
with crud and nothing can be
more upsetting than buying one
of these jewels - another blat-
ant rip-off of the consumer.
These albums should be inspect-
ed, rejected, and melted down.
Besides, the industry needs the
PVC ( supposedly ). To top this
off, these albums come pack-
aged in some weird cellophane
and heated to form a 'blister
package' cover. Consequently,
many of these are warped. Look
at that new album before you
play it - is it warped? If so,
get a new one and insist on
opening it and checking it for
warp and crud before you take
it out of the store.
On to imports - an oasis in
the desert of rotten pressings -
if you will. EVERY important
Album we have purchased is
by Derek and Brad
free from surface noise (pink
& white) and has no visible junk
on it. No idiots tried to finger-
paint on the grooves. You also
get a thinner cover that doesn't
get bent up - and you don't
have a hermetically sealed
'blister package': imports have
heavy-duty thick plastic covers
that protect but not destroy.
Remember imports are more
expensive; $5 to $7, but you
get what you pay for. Go out
and get a disc preener to clean
out the grooves of your albums
before your stylus grinds any
more crud into them. Defeinite-
ly worth the $4.
Musically, 'Feedback' has
been trucking around to con-
certs this quarter. The first
(and the best) was 'An Evening
with Genesis' at the Indy Con-
vention Center. Genesis' per-
formance is the most theatrical
we've ever seen for a band.
Genesis is one of the tightest
bands to tour the states musical-
ly as well as visually. The
sound was clear, balanced, and
not over-amplified. After some
initial hassling with the crowd,
trying to get everyone to sit
down, things went smoothly.
Two hours of material mostly
from "Selling England by the
Pound" with some from "Fox-
trot" and "Nursery Chryme"
brought the audience to its feet
several times during the course
of the show. Peter Gabriel's
ability to portray the charac-
ters in the lyrics by means of
costumes, voices and actions
is uncanny; he actually becomes
the character( s) of the song.
Genesis is without a doubt a
group of dedicated musicians.
See them the next chance you
get.
Up to Chicago; King Crimson
- with a new album entitled
Go To Bottom
Of Middle Column
COLLEGE
GRADUATES
Do you have a job waiLing for you
upon graduation? Did you know that
one million students will graduate
from colleges and universities in June?
Approximately three million will grad-
uate from trade and high schools
Would you like to have an advantage
over your competition by knowing
where to apply, how to prepare a pro-
fessional brief or resume, and what
to say while being interviewed? Then
invest $10.00 in your future by en-
closing a Money Order or Certified
Check with this coupon and mail today
for your booklet to:
RESUME
P. O. Box 3331
South Wilson Station
Wilson, North Carolina 27893
Nrame
City
State 
  Zip
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ROSE work-study student earns spending money.
Officers Friendly and Pig.
ROTC Department performs bizarre ritual.
Thorn lay-out crew: A. M. Goering, D. Springer, R.S. Primus, L.
Cooney, R. Selby.
Educators can no
longer understand
one another.)
Candidate Phipps speaks
out on the issues.
THE ROSE THORN
t
gort
jar gon, it. 1. the language a?
a special group or pro4ession
6 e ,doctors,show-biz tigoes,etc)
2. gibberish; conPused and
meaningless talk or writing.
(i.e., philosophers, pe_clants,
television engineers, etc)•
(Note:only one proVession
has per-ectecl the art oP
hogwash, Educators.
They have so polisl:Led theirjargon..
The Year
In Pictures
Associate Editor A. M. Goering: "Any attempt to pit the non-
aligned countries against the socialist camp is profoundly
counter-revolutionary and benefits only imperialist interests."
AIR
-ROAD
-PUBLIC AFETY DEMANDS tCHAIN
-GANG CONSTRUCTED RUNWAYSFOULNESS-SHEPPEY • SELSEY
RMIHSMS performs final act of vengeance: negates the law of gravity.
